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About This Game

Experience LUXOR in stunning HD! Answer the call of the goddess, Isis, in this addictive marble-shooter game. Chains of
colored spheres are working their way through ancient Egypt, and it’s up to you to stop them before they reach the pyramids.

Wielding your mystical winged-shooter, you must fire colored orbs into the chain to make matches of three or more, and
eliminate the spheres from the chain. Clear out the entire chain, and you’ll work your way up to the next level.

Customize your shooter to play LUXOR just how you like it with two different types of aim assist and three control system
choices to mix-and-match. Face off with the approaching spheres in four different game modes: Practice, Adventure, Survival,

and Challenge of Horace.

To help you in your quest, power-ups like Fireballs, Lightning Bolts and Multi-Colored Spheres will fall from the sky—use
them to create thrilling special effects as they aid you along your journey!

Key Features:
•25 all-new backgrounds in High Definition

•88 levels of marble-shooting puzzles
•4 Game modes: Practice, Adventure, Survival, & Challenge of Horus

•Collect Ankh coins to earn extra lives
•Catch falling gems to earn bonus points

•Customizable controls: Mix-and-match aim assist modes & control systems
•Enhanced special effects designed for the iPad

•Power-ups like Stop, Slow, Reverse and Wild help you along the way
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•Thrilling music and sound effects
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Title: Luxor HD
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Publisher:
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This game is a lot of fun! I really like the combat system. Being able to move with the left stick and aim/shoot with the right is
really, really nice. The combo system is a nice extra touch, too. The bosses are tough at first, but once you figure out how to beat
them they're no problem, which is really satisfying. Looks great to boot.

Definitely an upgrade over the original. More levels, even more awesome music, better presentation, and a new character all
make it very worth it to upgrade to this version over the original (for cheap, might I add!).. Overpriced even on half price. Don't
waste money on this game.. steam on steam, well that won't be confusing.
if you dont like reading there is a video at the end
This is a game about transporting goods over train tracks from one city to another, where upon arrival of the good you can
choose the reap the money or gain victory points. the maps are 10 turns long and can support up to 5 players. The game is fun to
play and has a decent ammount of dept but.... and this is a major but... 10 turns feels way to short, you are finally set up and the
game is alreadu over kinda short, not only that but you get only 2 MAPS for 10 dollar?! I am sorry but that is way to little for
that asking price.

all in aal a decent game bnut the ammount of maps\/length of the maps drags it down to not recommended, if they add
more\/longer maps then I would say go and buy it but if they add 5 dollars for every map then my review stands and that is, dont
buy it
video: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=aUueucYiEhc. The YDNJ trivia series is great. I love them.. Very scary game so
far. the graphics are fantastic and the scares are much more complex then just jumpscares.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xqAbDO0tyJg. An okay game.
The game is actually fun on easy. However (and this is a BIG however) On hard (as there are only two dificulty levels) The
game become pretty much unplayable. The games so-called realistic car physics make the game unplayable. Steering is lousy
and unresposive at the best of times and this becomes more of a problem given that your vehicle gets hung up on every sudden
change in the course. If you get turned around (and you will be a lot) You'll most likely of lost whatwver lead you had by the
time you start to face the right direction.
  I actually had to drive backwards for 3\/4 of a lap just to come in 3rd. If you get knocked off the track (durring a pile up on a
corner most of the time) you wont be able to get back on it. and killing yourself with your own mines won't help either. you can
drive until you fall off the map entirly (which wont kill you by the way) the only way to get back to the game is to quit. There is
no retry on hard so you'll automatically get 4th for that race. If you are looking for a casual racing game I'm sure you can find a
better game elsewere. or at least one that dosen't feel like a like self abuse.
  But like I said before. On Easy. The game is sorta fun.
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Sweet game, if you like 10,000,000 you should check this out.

I'm gonna compare to 10,000,000 as it's the only tile match\/RPG reference I have.

For me a much nicer game than 10,000,000, the tile matching mechanics in Combat Cats are way more fun and feel a lot less
luck driven, also based in a much nicer era of graphics, and features Cats, the greatest creatures on Earth! Though it feels like
the map runs out before the gameplay does, in my opinion another 3\/4 stars on the map to battle for near the boss would
improve the endgame in many ways.

"Man, I know how much Cats dig their nippy, there was "high" insentive to get the stash back!". Okay...so..
I was initially drawn to the idea of solving this little mystery...the game changing every time you do different things...etc.
But I never felt scared, creeped out, or anything other than....annoyed.
I felt like I was just trying to FINISH the game. It's like...when you start a new series and you're not into it but you feel like you
should at least finish the season your on because you wasted enough time watching the first couple of episodes. (....Too honest?)
Anyway--I see that some people enjoyed it, power to you, but...the whole thing just felt a bit too juvenile for me...
I wanted to like you---but I think I'm going to have to break up with this game.. Good movement. Well balanced enemies. Good
challenge build skill.. It functions fine and all, but there are so many modern pinball games that have tons of extra bells and
whistles. There's just not a lot of substance to keep someone engaged. If you're a huge fan of the franchise, then it might be
worth a look, but otherwise, pass on this one.. There is no other game like HyperRogue - that explores hyperbolic geometry so
intuitively, and requires you to take advantage of its unique properties to both survive and complete the game. A fun, puzzly
roguelike that will introduce you to a world you had no idea existed, that gains more variety with every update.. Very in depth
and complex. You can change so much the possibilities are endless.. edit : 28.01.19 / The main story does work but 2x
achievements are broken and you cant unlock the whole story/cards.Its been a while now......
 ///
- Me after 2-4 hours Reigns:GOT (while quitting multiple times) -> F* it. Everything scripted and random. Cant even survive 20
damn moons. Very weak mechanics.
- Me after 4-8 hours Reigns:GOT -> Okay.ok. I get it. Mechanics are not THAT dumb, and there might be a bigger storyline
behind unlocking characters and the good old 3-eyed raven. Lets give it a go.
- Me after 8+ hours Reigns:GOT -> HELL YEAH. F* that White Walker. BRACE URSELF : Achievements are pouring !

There may be many rumours about scripted deaths, bad working mechanics and bad game-balance, but if u_r able to overcome
this "turning point" between pure desperation and getting behind the mechanics, you can have at least 20+ hours of joy for a
small amount of silver. ;)

The perfect game for re-watching Game of Thrones while drinking some wine (I prefer Arbor Gold ;) )
Once you_ve unlocked all 9 characters, you've got to spend even more time, to unlock the main story and survive the winter
with every single character on a individual way.

Besides all that, its now time for the closing credits : (sponsored by House Mormont - Winter is Coming - Hold my bear.) Did
you get it ?! Did you ? ....-_-'

A bear there was
A bear, a bear
All black and brown
And covered in hair

Three boys, a goat
And a dancing bear
They danced and spun
Up to the fair

How sweet she was
And pure and fair
The maid with honey
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Up in her hair

He smelled her all
On the summer air
The maid with honey
Up in her hair. It's a game about waiting while staring at the looping cash progress bar icon.

You can NOT speed up the game.

This game gave me anxiety.. This is a short, fun and eventually challenging adventure. Some controls are a little janky, but it's
mostly very clean and intuitive. Give it a shot if you like calm, atmospheric puzzlers.. This game is just for achievements!! You
enter the game and just find the room with all the chests! Once all the chests are opened you have all the achievements!
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